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INTRO
your favorite seGa characters come together to 
battle it out in an adrenaline-fuelled race to the 
finish line!

The world’s fastest hedgehog, Sonic, and the SeGA 
All-Stars are zooming on to your iPhone and iPad for 
the ultimate party racing showdown. Race as your 
favorite character across 15 white-knuckle courses in 
a frantic race to the finish line. 

Stay ahead of the pack by dodging traps, firing 
missiles and, if all else fails, wreaking havoc with 
your All-Star moves! Whether racing on your own,  
or battling it out with friends, anything can happen  
in this crazy competition where winning is only  
part of the fun!

FEATURES
y  Meet the all-stars. 
 Race to the finish as one of 10 iconic SEGA 

characters and take to the track by car, monster 
truck, bike, plane and even a banana! each vehicle 
has unique handling characteristics, and each 
character’s All-Star move will speed you to victory!

y start your engines. 
 Rev up your skills with 25 missions then outrun 

the competition in four Grand Prix Cups. Not 
satisfied yet? Hand out a glove slap and demand 
satisfaction in the dueling Battle Mode!

y two’s company - but four’s a party.
 Challenge a friend over local Bluetooth or up to 

four friends over Wi-Fi. Party like the All-Star that 
you are! 

y Platform Features.
 Gamecenter Retina, Tilt 

Support, openFeint.

y the victory lap. 
 Now with integrated Game Center  

and open Feint. Measure up  
and climb the ranks to  
be number one.
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